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1 Introduction 

1.1 Purpose 

This document is intended to demonstrate how to create a simple MS SQL SERVER 
2008 maintenance plan, which would be suitable for a standard Controller 
implementation. 

1.2 Applicability 

The document was created when the latest version of Controller was 10.1.1.  

• However, the ideas/concepts are exactly the same for all older versions of 
Controller. 

The screenshots are based on MS SQL SERVER 2008 R2. 

• However, the concepts/procedures are almost identical if using SQL 2005. 

1.3 Exclusions and Exceptions 

This document is provided purely as a “quick guide” to MS SQL SERVER 2008 

maintenance plans. 

• Although it demonstrates best practices suitable for most environments, it is 
not necessarily perfect for all environments. 

• i.e. this documentation should merely be used as a demonstration of a typical 
way to perform regular maintenance 

 

It does not replace the need for customers to have a trained MS MS SQL SERVER 
DBA who can further optimise their maintenance plans in a way that suits the 
customer’s needs. 

• There are also many different ways to install/configure MS SQL SERVER 
2008, therefore the advice in this document may have to be modified by the 
customer to fit in with their needs/environment. 

 

Customers (especially inexperienced SQL administrators/DBAs) are highly 
encouraged to read Microsoft documentation/recommendations, such as the 
following excellent and thorough guide to this topic: 
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-gb/magazine/2008.08.database.aspx  

 

Official Microsoft documentation takes precedence over this document 

• Customers *must* ensure that they 100% understand the topic of 
MS SQL SERVER 2008 maintenance plans, and understand that they 
are 100% responsible for its success 
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2 Creating a “Daily Backup and Update Statistics” 

Routine 

In this example, we shall create a routine that automatically backs up all user 
databases (including transaction logs), and updates all the statistics on a nightly 
basis. 

 

On the MS SQL SERVER server, launch “MS SQL SERVER Server Management Studio” 
from the start menu: 

 

 

Ensure that you logon to the correct server 

 

Typically, choose “Windows Authentication” 
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Open “Management” and right-click on “Maintenance Plans” and choose 
“Maintenance Plan Wizard” 

 
 

Inside the wizard, choose settings appropriate to you, for example: 

• Name: All User DB Backup and update statistics MaintenancePlan 

• Description: Every night - backs up all non-system SQL databases and 
then updates their statistics 

 

• Schedule: Every night at 12am 

 

In other words: 
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Choose the following 4 maintenance tasks:1 

• Update Statistics 

• Back Up Database (Full) 

• Back Up Database (Transaction Log) 

• Maintenance Cleanup Task 

 

 

• Click Next 

 

• Unless you have particular needs, accept the default order, then click 
Next 

 

                                           
 
1 For a brief description of each task, see appendix #2 at the end of this document 
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Typically you would choose “All user databases” (in other words, every database 
that exists on the SQL server *except* for the system databases) for each of the 
tasks: 

 

 

Again, typically choose the default options: 
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In addition, the author’s personal 
preferences are shown on the left.  

 

During the backup section of the 
wizard, typically you would create a 

new folder on a disk with a large 
amount of free disk space. 

 

• Using the extension “bak” is by 
convention 

• For safety’s sake, choose to “Verify 
backup integrity” 

• Although you could set backup 
compression here, it is probably 

easier to simply “Use the default 
server setting” (see later). 

 

IMPORTANT: Will you have enough 
disk space in the future to backup all 

future databases? 
 

Make sure that the hard drive(s) used 
have plenty of free space for both 
today’s and future requirements.    

 
Do not forget to include the space that 
will be utilized by the backup files (not 

just the database data/log files). 
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Typically use similar settings for the Transaction Log: 
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Finally, we shall automate the deleting of the ‘old’ *.BAK (data) and *.trn 
(transaction log) backups by choosing the following options: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Finish the wizard with Next, Finish. 

IMPORTANT: 
Be careful to: 
tick “Include first-level subfolders” 

and change the file extension to 
“*.*” 

VITAL 

Naturally, you *must* remember to ensure that: 

• Your Backup (.BAK) files are archived to a long-term secure storage 

• For example you have a tape backup schedule that schedules (via a third-
party backup agent such as ArcServe/Veritas) an offsite backup/archival. 

• Ensure that this third-party ‘backup of the .BAK files’ routine occurs regularly 
(the Maintenance Plan has been configured to delete all .BAK files after 2 
days, so by then they should have been archived to tape offsite) 

• Periodically check (ideally via an automated alert) that your SQL server’s disk 
does not get full (over time), caused by the size of the Controller databases 
growing over time. 

o TIP: For example, configure something similar to the third-party 

instructions linked to inside this Technote: http://www-
01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg21347681  
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3 Creating a Weekly “Full database optimization” Routine 

In this example, we shall create a routine that automatically optimises all the 

databases on the SQL server. 

 

Essentially, you should repeat the steps inside the earlier section (above) , but with 

the following differences: 

• Name:      All User DB Weekly Full Optimisation MaintenancePlan 

• Description: Check database integrity and Rebuild indexes every 
Sunday morning 

• Choose a sensible time (e.g. 2 hours after the backups have started) to give 
time for other jobs to finish: 
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Typically (see later) only choose the following options: 

• Check Database Integrity 

• Rebuild Index 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

WARNING: For best performance, do NOT tick the box “Shrink Database”.  
 

• NOTE: This recommendation is different from the advice given in the 
previous version of this document (“Creating a SQL 2005 maintenance plan 
for Controller 8.2+.pdf”) 

  

Shrinking the database should only be done in the following specialized 
conditions, such as: 

(1) After data has been deliberately deleted from the database (for example 

from table XDBTRICKLE as described here: http://www-
01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg21624409) 

(2) As a short-term measure (until the SQL server’s hard drives are increased 

in capacity) if the SQL server’s hard drives are almost full. For more 
information, see here:  http://www-
01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg21367388  

TIP: In some environments (for example servers which are under great load during the 

maintenance window) it may be better to: 

• Tick (enable) “Reorganise Index” 
• Untick (disable) “Rebuild Index” 
  
This will reduce the strain on the SQL server. For more advice on this topic see here: 
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-gb/magazine/2008.08.database.aspx  
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Typically (unless you have specific needs): 

• Leave the ‘Task Order’ as the default. 

• Configure this to run on ‘All user databases’ 

 

 

Typically choose all the default options for the user-configurable settings. 
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4 Final checking and testing 

First of all, ensure that the SQL Server Agent service (by default called “SQL Server 

Agent (MSSQLSERVER)”) is set to “Automatic” and “Started”: 

 

 

Next, you can test your newly-created maintenance plans by right-clicking on the 

plan(s) and choosing “Execute”: 
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5 Periodic checking of maintenance/backup plans 

It is recommended that customers periodically (e.g. weekly or at least monthly) 

double-check that their plans are working OK for all databases. 

 

In particular, it is 100% recommended that periodic checks are made that the 

backup (.BAK) files are: 

• Being created successfully 

• Being archived to backup tape successfully 

• Can be restored successfully from tape 

In other words, customers should periodically check that their not only their backup 
routines work, but *also* their *restore* routines are tested! 

 

Finally, it is also a good idea to place “alerts” such as “disk space free” on the MS 
SQL SERVER server, to ensure that if the server is running out of hard drive space, 
the I.T. administrator is automatically alerts. 

• Several links are inside the author’s Technote here: http://www-
01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg21347681  

• Alternatively here is a direct link to a third-party (non-IBM) blog with one 
description: http://danieldrnek.wordpress.com/2012/03/22/low-disk-space-alert-windows-server-
2008/  
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6 Appendices 

Descriptions of the Maintenance Tasks 

We have chosen many  of the options in this document. Here is a brief summary of 
what they are, and what they achieve: 

• The Check Database Integrity task performs internal consistency checks of 
the data and index pages within the database. 

• The Shrink Database task reduces the disk space consumed by the database 
and log files by removing empty data and log pages. 

o However, this can have an impact on performance so it is only 
recommended to be run for  certain specific requirements (such as 
one-off occasions where large amounts of data inside the Controller 

database has been deleted). 

• The Reorganize Index task defragments and compacts clustered and non-
clustered indexes on tables and views. This will improve index-scanning 
performance. 

• The Rebuild task reorganizes data on the data and index pages by rebuilding 
indexes. This improves performance of index scans and seeks. This task also 
optimizes the distribution of data and free space on the index pages, allowing 
faster future growth. 

• The Update Statistics task ensures the query optimizer has up-to-date 
information about the distribution of data values in the tables. This allows the 

optimizer to make better judgements about data access strategies. 

• The History Cleanup task deletes historical data about Backup and Restore, 
MS SQL SERVER Server Agent, and Maintenance Plan operations. This wizard 
allows you to specify the type and age of the data to be deleted. 

• The Back Up Database (Full) task allows you to specify the source databases, 
destination files or tapes, and overwrite options for a full backup. 

• The Back Up Database (Transaction Log) task allows you to specify the 
source databases, destination files or tapes, and overwrite options for a 
transaction log backup. 

• The Maintenance Cleanup task removes files left over from executing a 
maintenance plan. Notice how we have skipped the “Execute MS SQL SERVER 
Server Agent Job” and Back Up Database (Differential) tasks. 

 

 

 


